
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHINESE BOXER REBELLION

In , in what became known as the Boxer Rebellion (or the Boxer Uprising), a secret Chinese organization called the
Society of the.

This resulted in resentment towards foreigners among ordinary Chinese. In August , after nearly two months
of the siege, thousands of allied American, British, Russian, Japanese, Italian, German, French and
Austro-Hungarian troops moved out of northern China to take Beijing and put down the rebellion, which they
accomplished. By late October they occupied a Catholic church that had once been a temple to the Jade
emperor and continued on their path of violence. American Minister Edwin H. Who wrote this essay? How did
the Boxer Rebellion differ from the earlier Taiping Rebellion? Soon we and other foreigners whom I enlisted
and a thousand terrified Christian Chinese were carrying and piling up walls of sacked grain and sugar along
the exposed sides of the town and at cross streets. They were American and Welsh Fusilers. To protect the
anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. Pughe The
combination of extreme weather conditions, Western attempts at colonizing China and growing
anti-imperialist sentiment fueled the movement. He became the effective leader of the Boxers, and was
extremely anti-foreigner. Trying to make the best of the situation they continued to dress for dinner and
indulge themselves in the plentiful supplies of champagne while they ate mule shoulder stew. The Big Swords
responded by attacking Catholic churches and burning them. What makes you cringe? Their primary practice
was a type of spiritual possession which involved the whirling of swords, violent prostrations, and chanting
incantations to deities. When Seymour left Tianjin and started toward Beijing, it angered the imperial court.
Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and
arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more
information on how to use and how not to use our library. On 25 June, a regiment composed of 1, men
Russian troops from Port Arthur , British seamen, with an ad hoc mix of other assorted Alliance troops finally
arrived on foot from Tientsin to rescue Seymour. The peasants in this area were suffering economically, and
they blamed this on the foreigners who were present in their country. He soon ordered the Qing imperial army
to attack the foreign forces. The failure of the reform movement disillusioned many educated Chinese and thus
further weakened the Qing government. By this point they were very low on food, ammunition and medical
supplies. The multinational army arrived after 55 days and quickly put down the rebellion. Library of
Congress, Washington, D. Prince Duan was a member of the imperial Aisin Gioro clan foreigners called him a
"Blood Royal" , and Empress Dowager Cixi had named her son as next in line for the imperial throne. By late
the Boxers were openly attacking Chinese Christians and Western missionaries. Kibin does not guarantee the
accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as
advice. LC-DIG-jpd Perhaps a total of up to , or more people died in the conflict, although estimates on
casualties have varied widely. As one observer said, "I am convinced that a few days' heavy rainfall to
terminate the long-continued drought When legal decisions needed to be made or family disputes arose,
Western missionaries could bypass local authorities since they were exempt from various laws, which only
compounded the animosity. Government reform had already been attempted, and rejected, in when Kang
Youwei and his colleagues temporarily ran the imperial government, with the support of the Guangxu
Emperor , r. By May , Boxer bands were roaming the countryside around the capital at Beijing. The total
amount of the damage is roughly estimated at half a million taels [a weight measurement in China. The United
States Open Door Policy led to the American involvement in the Boxer Rebellion and other incidents around
the globe and helped establish the United States as a world power. Foreigners called them the "10, Islamic
rabble. He was the first Mongol to rule over China when he conquered the Song Dynasty of southern China in 
What might it suggest about the way many Chinese felt about the direction their country was taking? Kublai
also spelled Kubla or Khubilai relegated his Chinese subjects What hooks you? The resentment was further
deepened when the region experienced severe droughts, followed by disastrous floods and economic strife.
Theodore de Bary and Richard Lufrano, 2nd ed. Disputes had surrounded the church since , when the temple
had been granted to the Christian residents of the village. Such opposition from conservative officials led
Empress Dowager Cixi to intervene and reverse the reforms. Jennifer Rosenberg is a historian, history
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fact-checker, and freelance writer who writes about 20th-century history topics.


